
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

 
Subject:     Music                                                    Time to complete: 40 minutes  
 
Learning Objective: To continue to learn and practise the sheet music for the topic of Game Music 
 

1. Start with a physical warm up, stretching up, bending down, twisting hips, rolling shoulders and gently 
moving your neck round. 

2. Print off or download the music sheet of your choice: Sonic, Tetris, Zelda or Mario 
3. If you have a keyboard or piano at home then use this, if not there are many free keyboard or piano 

apps to use on tablet or mobile phones, the best ones are: piano, virtuoso piano, piano keyboard. Or 
alternatively you can google: virtual piano – or go to onlinepianist.com/virtual-piano.  

4. This week make sure you focus on the rhythm and timing of the notes, don’t play the theme too fast. 
5. Practise each line slowly and carefully, and if you are unsure, try searching for theme music on youtube:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-i8HYi1QH0&ab_channel=Hanternos: Sonic - Medium 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmCCQxVBfyM&ab_channel=MarcelS: Tetris - Hard 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cGufy1PAeTU&ab_channel=hgHannes-H: Zelda - Difficult 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NTa6Xbzfq1U&ab_channel=ultragamemusic: Mario – Very Difficult 

Save your work: 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). 
Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date.  
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-i8HYi1QH0&ab_channel=Hanternos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmCCQxVBfyM&ab_channel=MarcelS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cGufy1PAeTU&ab_channel=hgHannes-H
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NTa6Xbzfq1U&ab_channel=ultragamemusic


If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work 
to the member of staff. dbest@glebe.bromley.sch.uk  Thank you 

If you are playing Tetris, Zelda or Mario there are ♭(flats) and ♯(sharps) that change the sound of the notes. 

Remember to play the B♭which is the black note between A & B. You will also see: an F# which is the black note 
between F & G, and a G# which is the black note between G & A. The C# is the black note between C & D. The D# 

and E♭in Mario is the same black note between D & E.  
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